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a nervous precociousness 

sets deep melancholia

reckless ‘blue’ period casts 

wintery shadows. crystalline light 

becomes offensive to my eyes. 

piercing glances casting doubt and pity, 

mirroring my own psycho anxieties. 

distorted psychedelic ponderings 

twist my predisposition towards doom and gloom. 

i stand off stage, in the shadows, 

suggesting forgotten lines 

to a cast of second-rate characters 

that will not be called back, 

nor called upon for future favors. 

as wall flower, i sit back twiddling my fingers, 

cycling through words that signal 

my disdain for fictional narratives 

based in a symbolic symphony of neutrals. 

long gone and forgotten timbers lay buried 

beneath last years rotting foliage. 

I.
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timbers, which had their day  

as tall majestic totems 

where storytellers  

wise men etched symbolic

tales of heroism.  

epic visual narratives 

hold soldiers, sailors,  

and salesmen  

in high regard.
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i walked this land from  

the sandy lane 

named after a cemetery,  

named after a river

to the far old-oak pasture.

turning over top soil  

quietly resting 

for a quarter century.

we plan the future—

dark and rich predicted by

overturned stones unearthed

from the ocean-bed  

a millennia ago

to an epoch reminiscent  

of a wide river.

i take my time striding,

a severely dilapidated  

hen house.

hip deep  

trudging trough
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first real trip

nervous anticipation

rain washes away any anxiety 

as i time travel 

to a far and distant land

i call it homeland—

a dedicated safe harbor 

nestled inland and away 

from windswept whitecaps 

and churning tides—

inland and land locked 

this squared set of thirty-three

continually calls through  

beckoning dreams 

and quenching memories

an amber hearth visioned 

in midnight-metallic-blue 

and pin hole light bright  

starlets embrace me.

II.
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INHALE — EVERYTHING.

EXHALE — NOTHING.

A DEEP BREATH, AND HOLD.

solid timber stands still, 

reaching from  

fermented decay.

rain rot erodes planks 

stretched precariously  

across an even arthritic  

expanse of rhythmic ribs.

as the wind whips and howls, 

whistles and screams, 

the entire dwelling 

breathes and sighs. 

exhausted air billows  

pushing dead air  

like the heavy breath

of a sleeping dragon.
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musty,  

malty,  

fermented,  

 ammonia scented  

birdseed.

sand blasted  

pulverized grain  

and silty filler

moistened decay  

rot the timber frame 

of mortise and tenon  

old growth oak.

stick and stack,  

length wise, 

cross grain,  

and back again.
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o3.)

black as pitch

the light flashes

flickers and blinds

tired eyes

illuminated  

monstrosities

billow and loom  

in the midnight sky

bellowing chunder  

echoes

off  flattened river banks

deeply carved  

by storms

not so unlike the 

thunderous clappers

pondering tonight’s

star covered sky

thunder rattles 

old oaks who cower

with the fear of being fell
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i scout and survey  

the broken architecture

crafted out of need.

i scan the seams for  

their inherent weakness.

i map the structural integrity,  

keeping tidy notations, 

preparing an  

aggressive analytical audit.

facts and figures, weights and 

measurements—

firstly it’s falling,  

secondly, it need to be built first.

“sticks and stones may break,” 

and  

“I’ll huff and puff—and blow this house down.”

i recognize the need  

to reclaim that  

which is nearly taken.

i ponder, 
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which were all ready on the brink 

of impoverished extinction.

extending north easterly  

from middle west

up through the evergreen  

spruce forests of  

the northern territories.

we foolishly stood  

AT  T H E  E D G E  O F  A  P R EC I P I C E

with swords in our talons

casting doubt  

on the weatherman’s 

feebly naïve

and diminished forecast.

we gawked  

and gazed  

out across  

the high plains

crying out with forced 

o o h s–a n d –awe s .
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by the relentlessly brutal storm

the super cell has traveled

one thousand miles, all the time

gathering momentum and strength

thunderheads have spared townships, 

openly declared war upon others.

roaring thunderous storms force

families into dark storm holes, 

has claimed the bravery of weighted 

farmhands. the depth of the storm  

has knocked fledglings

from their nests,  

filled rivers  

beyond flood plain.

the brutal strength of the diabolic storm 

has uprooted trees, 

carved meandering pathways through old growth, 

drained lakes, 

set ablaze to no less than thirty-three 

tired timber homesteads; 
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low slung clouds rotate just above treetops, 

a spinning tumble rolls like a backdraft.

like a steam engines burst of venting spitfire, 

its hot breath is spat upon us as hot molten 

ash from billows of an alchemist creating

some thing from no thing.

with shock and awe we stare back defiantly.

we call out at the aggravated attempt 

to knock us clear off our post.

another volley streams across

the disputed battlefield.

each of us flinches in reactive 

and involuntary convulsions.

we cower, falling to our knees 

avoiding the guillotine

so eager to illuminate its 

nondiscriminatory appetite for 

destruction. the lightening dances 

precariously above our heads.

black fire and white 

fire dances;

retelling a unique  

tale of history

falsely favoring  

warrior nations.

the story illuminates 

the beginning, 

the middle,

the end.

it follows  

the path of destruction

as farms and farmers 

have given unwillingly.

first-borns’ have fallen.
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we witnessed the light show  

traverse the southern horizon.

like a battlefield  

barraged by heavy artillery

we stood  

like dismissive generals  

allowing

tin-soldiers to fall  

and melt in a wizard’s game of chess.

an unconvincing  

and short-lived ‘checkmate’ was bellowed, 

 and later shot down for lack of sincerity.

like the flash fire of a pistol, 

the flame is seen 

before the speed of sound is heard.

 we count; 

 one one-thousand, 

  two one-thousand, 

   three one-thousand, four…

b a n g ,  c l a s h ,  ro a r,  s h o c kwave , 

b a s s  a n d  t re b l e ;  
a grand clamor beckons

from a relatively short distance.

in a brilliant flash, another spark reveals 

the combustible nature 

of this particular beast.
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I V .

sitting among the darkness

black night behind me

i sit and stare —

passing time  

that i claim

for myself.

i gaze deep into 

the flashing ambers,

rippling like water.

sensitive to the ever slightest 

wind recorded;

bearing: N–N.E.,

wouldn’t know it,  

save the slight bending arc  

to the luminescence  

of a leaping amber.

silent stillness 

twilight has long since past.

recognizable sound falls 

from restless quivering oaks.

an oversized fire pit it sizzles

–LIKE FRYING BACON—

flashes zing, bursting at high velocity

–LIKE OVEREXCITED HOLIDAY FIREWORKS—

particles burst, showering the landscape

–LIKE MORTAR FIRE—

sparks hit flesh and sting

–LIKE POINTED MOSQUITO BITES—

PART ONE

snap–crackle–pop leaps

CONTINUED ON PAGE 16
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old sages stand 

— 

telling of storms 

with similar  

dispositions  

for destruction. thick and thin ringlets 

record epoch storms  

long after the witness  

has exaggerated their experience.

pontificated false accusations, 

fictional tales  

of heroism, 

and misaligned  

tales of grandeur. 

We each bare witness to a unique l i m i n a l  s p a c e upon the horizon.

we each judge brilliance  

with a personal litmus— 

our spectrums vary.

with each flash, with each bolt,

our eyes momentarily shut tight.
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I V .
PART TWO

UNLIKE THE  

STINGING AMBERS  

OF THE DARK NIGHT,

THE STARS SEAM  

LOUD TONIGHT —

each and every,  

pop and chime 

as they make their way  

beyond twilight. 

i hear them crackling  

as they careen 

through empty space.

they are a full spectrum

spinning kaleidoscope

traversing cimmerian shade, 

like dark eyed gypsies,  

they stare back. it’s a kind of magic,

beaming beacons beckon  

your attention.

 

and that line, overtime,  

conjures age old magic.

the stars are ablaze  

with awe and amazement,

the unapproachable theory  

of the never-ending.

STAR-FIRE TWINKLES  

WHITE FLAMES, WITH HEAT

BEYOND COMPREHENSION.

“THOSE TWO STARS MAKE A LINE”

 CONTINUED
 FROM 
 PAGE
 15


